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Abstract 

Proteins are detected to be in various charge states in mass spectrometry after electrospay 

ionization injection in the gas phase. In this report, protein charge states and conformation in 

gas phase are studied using molecular dynamics simulations. The possibility to dynamically 

change the protonation state of proteins, i.e. follow the charging that occurs in electrospray 

comes into being. Efforts on testing QHOP algorithm that takes those changes into account 

have been done. However, the results are not quite as anticipated. More improvements need to 

be done for the QHOP implementation to work for proteins. In addition, molecular simulation 

study of ubiquitin in an ionic liquid solution during dehydration process in vacuum is also 

presented in this work. The analysis indicates that the protein is less stable with no water 

coated even though there are still ions surrounded. It is also shown that the remaining ions at 

the protein surface are formed into clusters locating at the polar surface site. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Molecular dynamics 

Molecular dynamics (MD) is a computer-based simulation tool to mimic all interactions 

between atoms, ions or a group of them. The main principle is time evolution by integration 

of Newton’s equations of motion. At each time step, the movement of the each atom 

(acceleration, velocity and position) is calculated due to interaction forces acting on these 

atoms (both bonded and non-bonded interactions). The calculation for the next time step 

begins with the new positions of the atoms and so forth. As the atoms move, their relative 

positions change and interaction forces change as well. The time step is kept short enough so 

that implementing algorithms are considered to be stable. MD has played an important role in 

some areas, particularly in studying the dynamics of large macromolecules, including proteins, 

nucleic acids and membranes. (Caleman 2007, Ercolessi 1997) 

 

1.2 The role of electrospray ionization 

Electrospray ionization (ESI) (Fenn et al. 1989) is a popular technique as the injecting 

ionization process for mass spectrometry (MS). It was rewarded the Noble Prize in Chemistry 

2002 as a soft desorption ionization method for mass spectrometric analysis of biological 

macromolecules. Nowadays, ESI has been proposed as a candidate method for sample 

injection to an X-ray Free Electron Laser (X-FEL) (Neutze et al. 2000, Shelimov and Jarrold, 

1996) and the latter is a new approach to structure determination with X-rays. In ESI-MS 

measurement, multiple charges of analytes are observed in the mass spectrum. For example, 

the charge state of cytochrome c is found to be +8, +9, +10, compared to +5 or +6 in solution 

at Ph 7 (Felitsyn et al. 2002). Thus, it is desirable to understand whether the conformation of 

biomolecules changes or not owing to charging in ESI in gas phase in both molecular and 

atomic levels. However, it is difficult to find out what happens to the structure of 

biomolecules in experiments. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is a fast way to look into 

it.  

 

The mechanism of ESI is briefly described as follows: the sample solution firstly passes 

through a stainless steel needle and enters the evaporation chamber. The electric field at the 
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needle tip generated by the charged nozzle and a nearby counter electrode charges the surface 

of the sample solution which comes out of the tip and disperses it to charged droplets. Then, 

the solvent contained in the droplets evaporates gradually, which forces the charged molecules 

inside a droplet to gather closer until they repel each other. This causes the droplet to be 

divided into smaller daughter droplets that also evaporate. The process repeats until the 

solvent is completely evaporated and a final droplet containing only one charged sample 

molecule is obtained, which will be delivered through a transfer capillary to the analyzer. 

(Fenn et al. 1989) 

 

1.3 QHOP algorithm 

QHOP algorithm (Lill and Helms 2001) is a method to calculate proton transfer probability 

between possible donor-acceptor (DA) pairs depending on their distance R(DA) and 

environmental effects of surrounding groups E12 (Lill et al. 2000). Three different strategies to 

determine the transfer probability are presented.  

For small R(DA) and small E12, small or even no energy barrier Eb
→ between donor and 

acceptor is present and the transfer probability is high, can be estimated by  
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where EL
12 and ER

12 are the estimated validity limits of the above two approaches. In all 

formulas, K=K(R(DA)), M=M(R(DA)), S=S(R(DA)), T=T(R(DA)), V=V(R(DA)) are 
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calculated using tabulated parameters with R(DA) as input. f, g, h and P, Q, R are tabulated. 

 

In QHOP simulation, after having calculated the transfer probability in one of the three ways, 

the result is compared with a computed random number. If transfer probability is larger than 

the random number, a proton hopping event is considered to occur and the simulation 

continues with the system in the changed protonation state. If this probability is smaller than 

the random number, no hopping occurs and the simulation continues with the MD step in the 

same protonation state. 

 

Molecular dynamics simulations of biomolecules are usually performed under a fixed 

protonation state. As an addition to the existing models, QHOP simulation allows proton 

hopping between titratable sites on the basis of classical MD simulation to dynamically 

change the protonation state of proteins, which facilitates the determination of protein 

conformation during ESI process.  

 

1.4 Protein in ionic liquids 

The study of protein characteristics is usually carried out in salt buffer. It is previously 

described that proteins are more native-like with a thin water shell during the dehydration 

process simulation (Patriksson et al. 2007). It is also shown that protein structure might be 

protected by surfactant micelles in the nonphysiological vacuum environment (Wang et al. 

2008). It is interesting to know what will happen to a protein if it is coated with ionic liquids 

in vacuum environment. Some simulation work that has been done by others displays that 

structure of serine protease cutinase is highly dependent on the amount of water present in 

ionic liquid (Micaelo and Soares 2008).  

 

The small charged ions in the liquid usually do not evaporate completely, as water does in the 

gas phase. It has been reported the observed multiple charge states of protein are attributed to 

excess hydronium produced by water electrolysis process in electrospray or small unpaired 

buffer cations present at the surface of the final droplet, NH4
+ for example (Verkerk et al. 

2003). The cation studies in my project is tetramethylammonium (N(CH3)4
+), coupled with 
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anion boron-tetrafluoride (BF4
-) in solution.  

 

The organization of the report is as follows: there are two simulation projects including in the 

report. One is vacuum simulation of protein in ionic liquids and the other is QHOP simulation 

of acetic acid solution. They are explained separately in Methods and Results. Finally, the 

results are compared to previous work of other groups and some limitations of current 

implementation are discussed in Discussion.  

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1 Protein in ionic liquids 

2.1.1 System setup 

Ubiquitin was selected for this study. Protein coordinates were obtained directly from the 

Protein Databank (PDB entry: 1UBQ). It was first equilibrated in bulk water and then 

equilibrated further in the ionic liquid solution. After the above two equilibration steps, the 

starting structure for vacuum simulation was generated. In the equilibration process, one 

ubiquitin molecule was immerged into a water box with 4842 water molecules, plus 58 water 

molecules which were included in 1UBQ, therefore 4900 water molecules in total in the 

system. The equilibration was simulated for 10ns. Protein structure coordinates, together with 

water, were extracted at 10ns and used as the input structure for equilibration simulation in the 

ionic liquid solution. The input structure for vacuum simulations was extracted from the last 

nanosecond of the second equilibration simulation. In vacuum simulations, most of the 

surrounding ions and water molecules were deleted and only a very thin layer of those was 

retain. Twelve systems with different ion molecules around the protein were created (Table 1). 

Ubiquitin was charged 0 or +7, which was most frequently found in solution and vacuum 

phase, respectively. For +7 charge ubiquitin, the location of a particular charged amino acid 

was according to Patriksson et al (2007), whose charge configuration was considered to have 

lowest Coulomb energy and a reasonable configuration of the protein in vacuum. 
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Table 1: Overview of Ionic Liquid Vacuum Simulationsa

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

no. of water molecules 100 100 100 0 0 0 100 100 100 0 0 0 

no. of TMAb molecules 7 14 7 7 14 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

no of BF4c molecules 7 7 14 7 7 14 14 7 21 14 7 21 

charge of ubiquitin 0 0 0 0 0 0 +7 +7 +7 +7 +7 +7 

net charge of the system 0 +7 -7 0 +7 -7 0 +7 -7 0 +7 -7 

simulation time(ns) 1 10 1 1 10 1 10 1 1 10 1 1 

 a The twelve systems are simply named as 1,2,3…12.  bTMA is short for tetramethylammonium and 

it is +1 charged.  c BF4 is short for boron-tetrafluoride and it is -1 charged. 

 

2.1.2 Simulation details 

In all the simulations, OPLS/AA force field (Jorgensen 1996, Kaminski and Friesner 2001) 

and TIP3P (Jorgensen et al. 1983) water model were used. Force fields for TMA and BF4 

were taken from the OPLS/AA atomtypes (Jorgensen and Tirado-Rives 2005). Charges were 

computed by fitting to the electrostatic potential as determined from a geometry optimization 

using Gaussian 03 (Frisch et al. 2004). The method used was density functional theory 

(B3LYP function (Becke 1988)) with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set (Jr. Dunning 1989). All 

simulations and analysis after were performed using GROMACS program, version 4.0 (Hess 

2008, Lindahl 2001, van der Spoel et al. 2005, van der Spoel et al. 2008). 

 

In equilibration simulation, the systems were energy minimized and underwent further 100ps 

position restriction on protein simulation. In the production simulations, periodic boundary 

conditions were applied. All bonds were constrained with algorithm SETTLE (Miyanoto 1992) 

for water and algorithm LINCS (Hess1997) for the rest of the system. The integration time 

step was 4fs. Berendsen coupling was used to maintain the temperature at 300 K and the 

pressure at 1bar, with time constant 0.1ps for temperature and 20ps for pressure. Methods for 

doing van der Waals and electrostatics were cut-off and particle mesh Ewald (PME) (Darden 

1993), respectively. The cut offs were both 1nm.  
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In vacuum simulation, integration time step was reduced to 2fs. Periodic boundary conditions, 

non-bonded interaction cutoffs, temperature coupling and pressure coupling were all turned 

off. Center of mass translation and rotation around the center of mass were both removed to 

avoid the fast spin of the protein. SHAKE algorithm (Ryckaert 1977) was used to constrain 

bonds containing hydrogen. The simulation for each system lasted 1ns or 10ns. 1ns simulation 

was run on four processors in parallel and 10ns simulation, eight processors in parallel. 

 

2.1.3 Analysis 

Structure parameters were calculated from all vacuum simulations. The secondary structure of 

the protein was analysed using DSSP program (Kabsch 1983). Other structure parameters 

were all calculated with GROMACS analysis tool: the C alpha root-mean-square-deviation 

(rmsd) with respect to the starting structure (structure after equilibration), the radius of 

gyration (Rg), the total (Atot) and hydrophobic (Aphob) surface area of protein, the backbone 

root-mean-square positional fluctuations (rmsf). To look at the distribution of ions on the 

surface of protein, two radial distribution functions of ions, with the reference groups of 

charged residues and uncharged residues were calculated. 

 

2.2 QHOP 

2.2.1 System setup 

Four systems of different acetic acid concentrations were prepared for simulations. Details are 

shown in Table 2. The water model was TIP3P, plus three uncharged virtual sites (van der 

Spoel et al. 2008) with the same atom type as hydrogen in TIP3P water model, which could 

be involved in proton transfer process. First virtual site was out of the three atom water plane 

while the other two were in the plane. Bond length was constrained by SETTLE algorithm.  

 

2.2.2 Simulation details 

The program GROMACS used here was a developing version including QHOP algorithm. 

OH group in acetic acid molecule and O group in water molecule were considered as proton 

donor and acceptor, respectively, at the beginning of the simulation. The frequency for 

calculating QHOP probability was every 10 time steps. Other parameters were set as follows: 
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a time step of 1fs; periodic boundary conditions; no constraints to the bonds; PME for 

electrostatics and Cut-off for Van der Waals with all cut-offs setting to 0.9nm; Nose-Hoover 

for temperature coupling with time constant 0.1ps to keep temperature at 300K; 

Parrinello-Rahman for pressure coupling with time constant 0.5ps to keep 1bar pressure. 

Before the final simulation, four systems were all undergone energy minimization and further 

equilibration simulation with QHOP close for 100ps. All systems were simulated using 

OPLS/AA force field. The simulation times for each of the four systems varied from 10ns to 

50ns. Each simulation was run on one processor. 

 

Table 2: Overview of acetic acid solution QHOP simulationsa

 1 2 3 4 

no. of water molecules 1380 1380 1380 6243 

no. of acetic acid 5 20 50 50 

concentration(M) 0.19 0.77 1.90 0.43 

simulation time(ns) 30 50 10 10 

aThe four systems are simply named as 1,2,3,4. 

 

2.2.3 Analysis 

One measurement for free protons in solution is the pH value of the system. Two short PERL 

scripts (check.pl & ph.pl, see Appendix) were written to check proton hopping process and 

calculate pH value of the system during the simulation time, according to the formula 

10 3log [ ]ph H O+= −                                                                  (4) 

3

2 3

3

/
[ ]

/ 18 /1 / 60 /1.0
AH O

H O A CH COOH A

N N
H O

N N N N
++ =

× + × 5
                                   (5) 

where, 
3H O

N +  , 
2H ON  ,  are the number of free hydronium, water and acetic acid, 

respectively.  is Avogadro constant. 

3CH COOHN

AN

 

3. Results 

3.1 Protein in ionic liquids 
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3.1.1 Evaporation 

In vacuum simulation, a significant phenomenon observed was the evaporation of the 

surrounding water and evaporation of ions in non-neutral systems as well. Comparing the 

number of evaporated water in system1,2,3 with that in system 7,8,9 in Table 3, we can see 

more water molecules evaporated in the systems with ubiquitin charged +7 than the systems 

with ubiquitin charged 0, which indicates that water evaporated much faster when ubiquitin 

was charged. This is, in another aspect, in agreement with the ESI experimental findings that 

ubiquitin has a net charge of 0 in solution while it is protonated when water completely 

evaporates, and +7 ubiquitin gaseous ion is one of the most abundant ions present in mass 

spectrometry (Breuker et al. 2002). Furthermore, more water molecules evaporated in 

negative systems than the other types of systems after the same time simulation. During the 

simulation, one or two positive ions TMA evaporated from the +7 net charged systems 

(system 2,5,8,9). Similarly, one or two negative ions BF4 evaporated from -7 net charged 

systems (system 3,6,9,12), shown in Figure 1. No ions evaporated from the neutral systems 

(system 1,4,7,10). It is mainly due to electrostatic interaction. In non-neutral systems, 

Coulombic repulsion exceeds Coulombic attraction on the ions which have the same charge as 

the system. Thus, net repulsive force causes the ions move apart from the system. 

 

Table 3: Number of evaporated molecules during the simulation time in vacuuma

 1 

00 

w 

2 

0+7 

wb

3 

0-7

w

4 

00

nw

5 

0+7

nwb

6 

0-7

nw

7 

70

wb

8 

7+7

w 

9 

7-7

w

10 

70 

nwb

11 

7+7 

nw 

12 

7-7 

nw 

no. of evaporated water   0 0/0 2 - - - 4/30 5 12 - - - 

no. of evaporated TMA 0 1/1 0 0 1/1 0 0/0 2 0 0/0 2 0 

no. of evaporated BF4 0 0/0 1 0 0/0 2 0/0 0 1 0/0 0 1 

aIn the second row, first number 0 or 7 indicates the charge of protein; second number 0, +7 or -7 

indicates the net charge of the system; in the third row, w and nw indicate systems with water and 

without water, respectively. bdata for 1ns/10ns simulation. 
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Figure 1. Ions evaporated from the system. Protein is in green, TMA in red, BF4 in blue, water in yellow. A. one 
TMA molecule evaporates from system 2; B. one BF4 molecule together with two water molecules evaporates 
from system 3. 

 

3.1.2 Structure drift 

The changes of the protein structure in vacuum were very small. The Cα rmsd over 1ns 

vacuum simulation was shown in Figure 2. The rmsd value of about 0.15nm is considered as 

normal fluctuations. It can be seen that there was no significant rmsd showing in all twelve 

systems. In the same time, it was obvious to find rmsd was smaller for the systems with water 

than ones without water, which represents that water is very important in the preservation of 

protein structure. Six systems containing +7 charged ubiquitin indicated a little bit higher 

rmsd than the other six systems with 0 charged ubiquitin. The secondary structure content 

evaluated by DSSP also showed more minor local distortions for +7 ubiquitin. However, the 

main secondary structure features, alpha helix and beta strand for instance, mostly were 

well-preserved for all the twelve systems. The backbone rmsf (Table 4) was small. Meanwhile, 

the fluctuation of +7 ubiquitin was greater than 0 ubiquitin. It is probably due to more 

Coulombic interaction between the unbalanced number of positive charged residues and 

negative charged residues in +7 ubiquitin, and between charged protein and the surrounding 

ions. Other protein structure parameters were also listed in Table 4. The size of the protein 

was not that much change according to the radius of gyration. The total solvent accessible 

surface decreased a little from systems with water to ones without water, as the water was 

taken away. Conversely, the hydrophobic part of the surface area showed an opposite trend.   
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Table 4: Structure properties of the protein in simulationsa

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 bulkb

Rg  

(nm) 

1.16 1.15 1.16 1.13 1.14 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.17 1.15 1.15 1.16 1.16 

 

Atot 

(nm2) 

52 52 52 48 49 49 53 53 55 51 50 53 53 

Aphob 

(nm2) 

25 25 26 26 26 26 28 28 28 29 30 29 25 

rmsf 

(nm) 

0.031 0.034 0.039 0.052 0.049 0.042 0.052 0.048 0.048 0.065 0.056 0.063 0.039

a The radium of gyration (Rg), the total and hydrophobic surface area of the protein (Atot, Aphob ), the average 

root-mean-square position fluctuation for backbone(rmsf); system 1,2…12 is the same as system described in Table 

1.  b the protein in bulk ionic liquid. 
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Figure 2. Structure deviation of ubiquitin in twelve systems in vacuum. Sys1, sys2…sys12 is for system1, 
system2…system12 as presented in table 1. A. ubiquitin charged 0; B. ubiquitin charged +7. 

 

3.1.3 Ions distribution around the protein 

The results presented here were from 10ns simulation. The positive ions TMA and negative 

ions BF4 tended to gather together during the simulation (Figure 3). Most of the ions were 

distributed uniformly on the surface of the protein at the beginning of the simulation and only 

a few pairs of positive and negative ions bound together were observed. After 10ns simulation, 

a cluster of four TMAs and four BF4s were found. Some clusters containing four or three ions 

formed as well. Furthermore, Figure 4 showed the radial distribution for ions to charged 

residue group (case 1) or uncharged residue group (case 2). In case 1, the peak was at roughly 

0.55nm, which means the relative highest density of ions around charged group is at this 

distance. In case 2, such distance was approximately at 1nm. It demonstrates these charged 

ions prefer to locate at charged surface of the protein, which can be simply explained by 

attractive Coulombic force.  
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Figure 3. Distribution of ions and water around the protein (system 2). Yellow for protein; green for N-terminal 
of the protein; red for TMA; blue for BF4; white for water.  A. system conformation after 1ps. B. system 
conformation after 10ns. 
 

 
Figure 4. Radial distribution of both two ions around the protein (system 2). Black for reference group of all 
uncharged residues in ubiquitin. Red for reference group of all charged residues in ubiquitin.  

 

 

There are totally eleven negative residues in 0 ubiquitin, not including C-terminal, seven of 

which are protonated during ESI process. According to previous experimental data, the excess 
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protonated residues in +7 ubiquitin, comparing with 0 ubiquitin, is E18, D21, E24, D32, E51, 

D52 and D58 (Breuker et al 2002). In order to find out if cation TMA has some contribution 

on the protonation of these residues, calculations of the radial distribution between TMA and 

each negative residue in 0 ubiquitin were performed after 10ns simulation, shown in Figure 5. 

The densest TMA was around D21, about more than two times than the number of TMA 

around the other negative residues. However, the second densest TMA was around E64, 

which residue was not portonated in +7 ubiquitin. The number of TMA around E16, E34, D39 

in Figure 5C indicates no obvious less than the number of TMA around the above seven 

residues in Figure 5A and 5B. As a result, there was no significant clues demonstrating TMA’s 

priority location at the above seven negative residues which were protonated in +7 ubiquitin. 
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Figure 5. Radial distribution of cation TMA around the eleven negative charged residues in 0 ubiquitin. A, B. 
seven residues which are protonated in +7 ubiquitin; C. four residues which are not protonated in +7 ubiquitin. 

 

3.2 QHOP 

In each of the four simulations, it was observed that protons transferred from acetic acid 
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molecules (HAC) to water molecules (H2O) and from water molecules to water molecules. 

Furthermore, hopping from HAC to H2O happened at the very beginning of the simulation 

time. It was before 0.3ps that all five protons had already completely hopped from HAC to 

H2O for system1, 1.1ps for system2, 3.1ps for system3 and system4. In system3, one proton 

hopping from HAC to acetate (AC-) was observed at around 111ps. However, no proton 

hopping back from H2O to AC- was found within the simulation time in four systems.  

 

The pH fluctuations during the simulation time for system 1, system 2, and system 4 were 

plotted in Figure 6. From the plot, we can see that pH value started to decrease when the first 

proton hopped from HAC to H2O and continued going down until all protons released to 

water. Then it held the line all through the following simulation time, because all protons only 

transferred from H2O to H2O and no hopping back to AC- occured. It was obvious that acetic 

acid was completely dissociated in the simulations. However, the results were not up to the 

truth since acetic acid is a weak acid and can not fully dissociate. Thus, the proton transfer 

probability between possible donor and acceptor pair does not seem to be correctly calculated. 
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Figure 6. PH fluctuation of three acetic acid concentration solution systems. Red circles indicate the time point 
when pH value changes. A. pH value changes in the early time of the simulation; B. pH value fluctuation during 
the whole simulation time. 
 

4. Discussion 

The aim of this study is to simulate different charge states of protein in vacuum and to inspect 

the conformation changes, as well as try to use a new algorithm QHOP implemented in 

GROMACS to evaluate proton transport process. The simulation results again illustrate the 

key role of water in the preservation of protein structure, which has already proved by 

previous studies (Patriksson et al. 2007, Wang et al. 2008, Micaelo and Soares 2008). The 

evaporation of water causes more structure fluctuation of the protein, even though it is still 

coated by ions, expressed in Cα rmsd and rmsf (Figure 2, Table 4 ). However, owing to the 

existence of salt bridges between unevaporated ions and protein, the radius of gyration does 

not decrease evidently, especially +7 ubiquitin, in spite of the disappearance of hydrogen 

bond between protein and water. The total access surface as expected is reduced. On the other 
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hand, secondary structure elements are not acutely lost, indicating the main conformational 

change is not severe.  

 

Both countered ions are found to be clustered on the surface of the protein. The longer the 

simulation time, the more gathered together of these ions. The ions are more likely located at 

residues with positively or negatively charged sides, which can hold these ions. Generally, the 

cations and the aions prefer to combine together first and then the excess ions like to sit close 

to the opposite charged residues. Both cations NH4
+ and H3O+ have been proven to contribute 

to charging proteins in gas phase (Verkerk et al 2003). However, the cation N(CH3)4
+ in this 

study shows no evidence in the contribution to the charging of proteins. There is also no 

demonstration from the simulation result for specific residue protonation of charged ubiquitin, 

which has been evaluated in MS experiment (Breuker et al 2002).  

 

The results for the QHOP simulation of various concentration acetic acid solutions were not 

found as expected. In Markus’s previous study (Lill and Helms 2001), an aspartic acid 

molecule in bulk water simulation shows 18.3% occupancy of protonated ASP and liquid 

equilibrium over the time evolution. In my QHOP simulations, the occupancy of protonated 

HAC was 0. All the systems jumped directly from infinitive pH (CH3COOH, unprotonated 

water molecules) to very low pH (pH < 1). There was no pH increase back during the 

simulation time. It was observed that there was attempt of proton transferring back from water 

to acetate. Obviously, the probability is so low that no hopping back could be determined. 

Furthermore, E12 was always found to be zero when a hopping event occurred. The reason 

for this has been found that the transfer energy barrier was not correctly evaluated with the 

current QHOP in GROMACS. New strategy to correctly evaluate the energy barrier is needed. 

At this point I would like to mention that the QHOP algorithm implementing in GROMACS 

is preliminary and more work is required. 

 

5. Conclusion and outlook 

The multiple protonation states of protein observed in mass spectrometry are generated in ESI 

process. Molecular dynamics simulation in vacuum is really an effective way to mimic such 
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process. In general, ubiquitin shows relative stability in vacuum simulation and the structure 

of +7 ubiquitin presents a little bit more fluctuation than 0 ubiquitin. Obviously, the favorite 

locations of ions on protein are related to charged residues on the protein surface. However, 

specific residue protonation or proton transport cannot be effectively mimiced by classic MD 

simulation. There is a bright future to solve such problems after all the implementation 

problems for QHOP in GROMACS are solved. 
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8. Appendix 
Check.pl 
#! /usr/bin/perl -w 
use strict; 
#input parameters: input file, number of donors, output file 
my $infile=$ARGV[0]; 
my $don=$ARGV[1]; 
my $tag=1; 
my $outfile=$ARGV[2]; 
my $step=0; 
open (IN, "$infile"); 
open (OUT, ">$outfile"); 
while (<IN>){ 
      if (/^Q-hop/){ 
          $tag=0; 
          my @word1=split(/\s+/); 
          chop($word1[5]); 
   $step=$word1[5]; 
      } 
      elsif ($tag==0){ 
        $tag=1; 
        my @word=split(/\s+/); 
        if ( $word[6]< $don && $word[8]< $don) 
             { print OUT "Step ".$step.'   '."hop among ice! don: ".$word[6]." acc: 
".$word[8]."\n";} 
        elsif( $word[6]>=$don && $word[8]< $don) 
             { print OUT "Step ".$step.'   '."**hop back from water to ice! don: 
".$word[6]." acc: ".$word[8]."\n";} 
        elsif( $word[6]<$don && $word[8]>= $don) 
             { print OUT "Step ".$step.'   '."hop from ice to water!"." hopper: 
".$word[4]." don: ".$word[6]." acc: ".$word[8]."\n";} 
        else { print OUT "Step ".$step.'   '."hop among water!\n";} 
      } 
} 
close IN; 
close OUT; 
print $outfile," is created!","\n"; 
my $display='gedit '.$outfile.' &'; 
system $display; 
 
ph.pl 
#! /usr/bin/perl -w 
use strict; 
# input parameter: input file,number of donor, output file, number of water 
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my $infile=$ARGV[0]; 
my $outfile=$ARGV[2]; 
my $don=$ARGV[1]; 
my $hnumber=0; 
my $solnumber=$ARGV[3]; 
my $ph=7; 
open (OUT, ">$outfile"); 
print OUT "@    title \"PH fluctuation\"\n"; 
print OUT "@    xaxis  label \"Time(ps)\"\n"; 
print OUT "@    yaxis  label \"PH\"\n"; 
print OUT "@    s0 line color 2\n"; 
open (IN, "$infile"); 
my $tag=1; 
my $data1=0; 
while (<IN>){ 
       if (/^Q-hop/) { 
            $tag=0;      
            my @word1=split(/\s+/); 
            chop($word1[5]); 
     $data1=$word1[5]; } 
      elsif ($tag==0) { 
    $tag=1; 
    my @word2=split(/\s+/); 
    if ($word2[6] < $don && $word2[8]>=$don) 
             { $hnumber++;} 
           elsif ( $word2[6]>=$don && $word2[8]< $don) 
                {  $hnumber--; 
                   print "hop back from water to ice!\n"; } 
           elsif ( $word2[6]< $don && $word2[8]< $don) 
                { print "hop among ice!\n";} 
 
           if ($hnumber > 0)  
   { $ph=-(log(($hnumber*10**3)/($solnumber*18+$don*60/1.05))/log(10));} 
           else  
                { $ph=7;} 
           my $time=0.001*$data1; 
           print OUT $time,'           ',$ph,"\n";    
       } 
} 
close IN; 
close OUT; 
print $outfile," is created!","\n"; 
my $plot='xmgrace '.$outfile.' &'; 
system $plot; 
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